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The most characteristic feature of numerous theories of necessary 
optimality conditions is the scheme in which the solution of original 
minimization problem is an extremal of an associated convex problem and as 
such may be characterized as a solution of linear equations and inequalities. 
An account of these theories was given in the author’s paper [4], where an 
abstract framework of optimality conditions (also sufficiency conditions) 
was elaborated. 
The aim of this paper is to discuss more in detail applicability of the 
necessary conditions of optimality which constitute one aspect of [4]. 
General ideas are recalled in Section 1. A basic notion is that of extremality 
and its induction from original problems to related convex problems. 
Extremality is contrary to lower semicontinuity of associated multifunction; 
hence the problem of induction of lower semicontinuity from graph-convex 
multifunction is posed. This formulation gives a new insight and enables us 
(by choosing appropriate topologies) to strengthen general results on 
necessary conditions of optimality. 
In applying general results to more concrete problems, two types of 
approaches are predominant in the literature, used in two overlapping areas. 
One is applied to so-called substantial problems, makes use of some 
properties of compactness, and uses methods of Kakutani-fixed-point- 
theorem type (see Halkin [7]). We discuss these methods in Section 2 
extending some results of Halkin. 
The second approach takes advantage of uniformity which may charac- 
terize the relationship of original and related (convex) problems and its 
methods are akin to the Banach open-mapping theory (see, e.g., [3]). 
More complex problems (for instance, control problems with state 
constraints) require mixed techniques which have been used for a while (e.g., 
(8, Chap. 51). However, the pertaining argument was quite involved and 
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difficult. In Section 5 we present a simple scheme that links the mentioned 
two principal methods. That part of the paper (as well as the following 
applications) was inspired by the book of loffe and Tikhomirov 18 ]. In order 
to explain the interaction of the two methods, I have introduced a new type 
of mixed approximation (that develops the previous approximations and 
inner derivatives of multifunctions 13 1) and the related notion of embedding 
of multifunctions. As for the mathematical programming in Banach spaces, 
the assumptions on objective function and on inequality constraints are only 
those of local Lipschitz continuity and lower Hadamard (even simplicial) 
differentiability at the examined point. Necessary conditions are stated in 
terms of a lower Hadamard derivative. (Clarke’s directional derivative 
constitutes its special case [ I I.) 
In applying this theory to the problems of optimal control, it was possible 
to remove differentiability assumptions used in 18 1, in particular for the 
function of “state constraint.” In this sense our results intersect with other 
recent contributions to the theory of necessary optimality conditions, e.g., 
with these of Warga I I1 ] and Makowski and Neustadt I IO]. 
By virtue of Corollary 8.5 it is possible to derive optimality conditions for 
control problems, where controls are integrable functions (not just essentially 
bounded). But difficulty in obtaining (in this case) verifiable criteria of lower 
differentiability of functionals stopped me from including these results. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
A minimization problem is a triple 
u; AI w, 5)): (1.1) 
where (X, r) is a topological space, f is a real-valued function on X which 
may assume + co (said minimizedfunction, or objectivefunction), and A is a 
subset of X called the constraint of ( 1.1). If A = X. we say that the problem 
is unconstrained. 
An element x0 of A is called a solution of (I. l), if there is a neighborhood 
Q of x0 such that f(x,) <f(x) as x is in A n Q. 
Sometimes we shall follow the usual convention writing (1.1) in the 
extended form 
f(x) -+ inf (X, r). 
(I.21 
xEA 
Our definition of the solution is, of course, that of focal minimum, but it 
includes as well global minima. 
In the latter case, it is sufficient to set r = {a, X} (chaotic topology). In 
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most minimization problems the constraint A is given as a value of a 
multifunction naturally connected with the problem. The mentioned 
multifunction E Y-+ 2’ acts from a set Y (called the index or parameter set) 
into subsets of X. Then (1.2) becomes 
f(x) + inf (X, 5). (1.3) 
XETYll 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let F be a mapping from (a subset of) X into a set V, 
and let jJ, i = 0 ,..., n, be real-valued functions on X. The problem 
./Xx) + inf, 
F(x) = L’“, (1.4) 
fi(x> < 0, i = l,..., n 
admits a representation with the aid of the following multifunction f~ 
Y=VXm”+2X 
r(c, r, ,..., m)=F..‘(v)n fi (x:fi(x)<r/}; (1.5) 
ill 
the index corresponding to (1.4) is y, = (oO, O,..., 0). 
Consider the following multifunction f2: 
f2( y, r) = ry n (x:f(x) < r), (l-6) 
where r is that of (1.3). n is called the associated multifunction of (1.3). 
Let the index set of (1.3) be a topological space (Y, a). 
DEFINITION 1.2. An element x,, of TyO is called an extremal of (1.3) fir 
u), if there is a neighborhood Q of x,, such that (y,, f (x0)) is a boundary 
point of n-‘Q (in the product of u and of the natural topology of R). 
It follows from the definition that if u, is a stronger topology of Y than u, 
then every extremal of (1.3) for u, is also an extremal of (1.3) for u. It was 
observed’ that x0 is a solution of (1.3), if and only if x,, is an extremal of 
(1.3) for the discrete topology of Y (for which all sets are open). Therefore, 
each solution of (1.3) is an extremal for every topology of Y. 
The notion of extremality generalizes several existent related concepts [4 1. 
See 141 also for sufficient conditions for an extremal to be a solution. 
The presented notion of extremal will be essential in deriving necessary 
conditions for an x,, to be a solution of (1.3). These say that x,, is then a 
solution of a certain related unconstrained minimization problem. The 
’ Communicated to me by Mr. N. Josephy of the University of Wisconsin. 
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objective function of the latter is the (generalized) Lagrangian associated 
with (1.3). 
Let n: Z+ 2’ be a multifunction and let Y be a class of (finite) real 
valued functions on Z. 
DWNITION 1.3 14 ]. Lagrangian for (a, Y) is the following function (on 
xx Y) 
qx. w) = - sup w(z). 
rco ‘.v 
(1.7) 
EXAMPLE 1.4. Let Z = V x F-“+ ’ be a Banach space. If v/ is a 
continuous linear form on Z. then 
(1.8) 
where v is a continuous linear form on V and (;.it are reals. Let Y be the 
class of all these w for which ii > 0, i = 0, l,,.., n. 
Let f2 be the associated multifunction of (1.4), that is. 
qu, ro,..., rJ = F.-VW itjo {X:fi(X) Q ri}* 
We have that 
q-5 rg, 1, ,**a, j.,) = #(x)) + 2 nifi(x), (1.9) 
i (I 
in which we recognize the classical Lagrangian. 
Let Y be a class of real-valued functions on a topological space (Z, w). A 
subset A of Z has the Y-separation properfy [4]. if for each z,) not in the 
interior of A there is r,u in Y such that 
‘4Z”) 2 sup V(Z) 
: EA 
(1.10) 
(zO is weakly separated from A). A multifunction R: Z + 2X has the Y- 
separation properly at x0 if there is a neighborhood basis .9(x”) such that for 
each Q in I 9(x,,), fT ‘Q has the Y-separation property. 
Assume that R (1.6) has the Y-separation property at xU (for w = product 
topology of u in Y and of the natural topology of P). If x0 is a solution of 
(1.3), then it is an extremal. Consequently, there is a neighborhood basis 
.$(x0) of x,, such that (J~,~(x,)) is a boundary point of R ‘Q, Q E ,8(x,). 
and R ‘Q have the Y-separation property. 
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The above remark leads to 
THEOREM 1.5 141. Suppose that R has the Y-separation properly. If x,, 
is a solution of (1.3), fhen there is y/O in Y such that x0 is a solulion of 
(.q.. V”), x, (X3 5)). (1.11) 
In the sequel we shall deal with classes Y of continuous affrne functions 
on Banach spaces. The so-called substantial sets (introduced by Halkin [ 7 ] 
as those convex sets that have nonempty relative interior and span affrne 
subspaces of finite codimension) have Y-separation property with respect to 
the class Y of all nonzero continuous affrne forms. This will concern 
graphconvex multifunction fi and local bases of convex neighborhoods 
&(x0), provided that for Q E ,.%(x0), G- ‘Q have finite codimension. 
There exist results on Y-separation property of multifunctions with respect 
to classes Y other than that of continuous afiine forms. For classes Y = 
(w: w(y, r) = ~(17) - r, 4 E @}, where @ is a class of real-valued functions on 
Y, Y-separation amounts to the @-subdifferentiability of the value functions 
jT, where 
(1.12) 
(see [4,5]). For the class ~,={--KII.--~‘~(+~,K>O,YEY,~EIF~}, see 
[6 1. A rather common situation is that a fails to enjoy the Y-separation 
property with respect to Y of continuous affrne forms. One way of coping 
with this difficulty is to replace Y by another class, say Y. Ideas of this kind 
gave rise to augmented Lagrangians and penalty techniques; we have 
mentioned some related results a while ago. 
An alternative way is to replace 0 by another multifunction, say A, 
having Y-separation property and preserving extremality. This approach was 
adopted much earlier than that of augmented Lagrangians; for instance, it is 
pertinent to the Euler-Lagrange formulas. 
EXAMPLE 1.6. Let X be a Banach space and let&J, ,...,f, be continuous 
real-valued functions on X strongly differentiable at x0. Consider the 
problem 
f”(x) -i inf (X7 5) 
fxx) < 0, i = I,..., n, 
(1.13) 
where r is the strong topology of X. The associated multifunction of (1.14) is 
a: R”+‘+ 2”. 
W,,, r, ,..., r,) = fi (x:&(x) < ri}. 
i 0 
(1.14) 
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Consider now the problem 
f,h) +J’&Kx - x0) + inf (X9 r), 
./;b-” 1 +s:(x”)(.~ - -%,I < 0 
(1.15) 
and its multifunction 
A@-,,. r I,...) (1.16) 
The multifunction A is graph<onvex, 2 = II In + ’ is finite dimensional, thus ,I 
has the Y/-separation property. On the other hand, as we shall see later, an 
extremal of (I. 13) is also an extremal of (1.15). 
It is natural to define extremals for arbitrary multifunctions R: Z -+ 2’, not 
only for these of type (1.6). Namely, x,, is an extremal of a at z(,. if 
x,, E J?z,, and if there is a neighborhood Q of x0 such that z,) is a boundary 
point of a ‘Q. 
Recall that a multifunction R is lower semicontinuous (I.s.c.) at (zo, x0), if 
for each neighborhood Q of x,, there is a neighborhood W of z,, such that 
L’ ‘QI W. (1.17) 
PROPOSITION 1.7 14 I. A point x,, is an extremal of R at z,,. fand on/l- if 
R is not I.s.c. al (z(,,x,J. 
Indeed, since z,, is in W’x,, x0 is an extremal of 5) at z,,, whenever there 
is a neighborhood Q of x0 such that for every neighborhood W of z(,, 
R ‘Qti W, 
which is contrary to lower semicontinuity at (z,, x,)). 
(1.18) 
This observation suggests that if for a given multifunction R we are able 
to choose a multifunction A (with Y-separation property) so that “if .4 is 
I.s.c. at (zO. x0), then R is I.s.c. at (z,,. x,,),” then extremality of x0 for R at z,, 
implies its extremality for A at z,,. If the above described property holds. we 
say that A induces lower semicontinuit~~ on B at (z(,, x0) 
(1.19) 
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Consequently, one can weakly separate z,, from /i ‘Q (Q = certain 
neighborhood of x0) by an element of Y, obtaining a necessary condition for 
x,, to be a solution of (1.3) (compare Theorem 1.5). Moreover, if we recall 
that an element is a solution of (1.3) whenever it is an extremal of (1.3) for 
the discrete topology u, of Y, then we observe that we need scheme (1.19) to 
be valid even in a weakened sense. 
Namely. lower semicontinuity of f2 is considered with respect to the 
original topology r of X and the product of the discrete topology u, of Y and 
of the natural topology of 1’. 
As far as n is concerned, the topology of Y is u (which in the sequel will 
be the strong topology of Banach space), the one associated with the 
property of !f’-separation. If ,4 is a (graph)-convex closed multifunction in 
Banach spaces (which is mostly the case) lower semicontinuity at (y,,, xc,) is 
equivalent to local controllability at yO : y. E Int A .- ‘X. 
We shall now give attention to minimization problems of control-theory 
type. Let I’ be a multifunction from Y into 2”‘, where X and Y are Banach 
spaces, r and CJ are their respective strong topologies, and U is a set which 
we assume to be equipped with the chaotic topology r(,. Consider the 
problem 
u 007 v x L! 5 x h)), (1.20) 
wherefis a real-valued function on X x U. In other words we are looking for 
minima of 
f(x, 24) -+ inf, 
(x,u)EOo, 
(1.21) 
local in X and global in U. Let B be the associated multifunction. Define 0: 
Z + 2’ by 
Or = PJIZ, (1.22) 
where P.y is the projection of X x iJ on X. Consequently 
o-Ix= (J W’(x,u). (1.23) 
UEI‘ 
Since every neighborhood basis of (x,,, UJ is of the form (Q x U; 
Q E .9(x,)} (x0, u,,) is an extremal of R at zU, if and only if x0 is an 
extremal of 0 at zO. 
The aim of the above procedure becomes clear when we observe that 0 is 
a multifunction defined in Banach spaces while 0 operates as well in a set U 
without any structure. Consequently powerful tools of analysis available for 
Banach spaces may be applied in the study of 0. 
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Let us point out that the scheme (1.19) will be used to approximate rather 
0 than R itself. when confronting problems of type (1.20). 
THEOREM 1.8 [ 4 I. Let (Y, a) be a topological space. Let 0 be given bJ1 
(1.22). Suppose that a multifunction A: Y x 17 + 2.y has the ‘P-separation 
property at x,, and the following holds: f/i is I.s.c. at (J~,J’(x,,. u,,): x,J. then 
0 is I.s.c. ot (~!~,,f(x,,, uO); x,)) with respect to discrete topology u, of Y. Let 
L be the Lagrangian for (A, Y). 
v‘ (x,, , uO) is a solution oj’ (1.20). then x,, is a solution of (1. I 1). 
Concluding these preliminaries, we indicate that the problems of control- 
theory type (I .22) we are going to deal with will be of the following special 
form 
j&u, u) + inf. (X x u, r x r,,) 
F(x, u) = 0 (1.24) 
J&G u) < 0. i = l..... n. 
where fi, i = O...., n, are real-valued functions, and F is a mapping valued in 
a Banach space Y. On posing 
F(x. u) = (F(x, u),J‘(x, u)) 
= (F(x, u),f;,(x. u),fi@, u),....f,,(-u. u)) (1.25) 
and 
C= jO/ X Ii,‘!“. (1.26) 
we may represent the associated multifunction R of (1.24) by 
R ‘(x, u) = f(x, u) t c. (1.27) 
Graphhconvex multifunctions that will induce lower semicontinuity on R 
will be of form 
A-‘x=.F’(x~rU(J(X-X~)+CO u .Y(x,,u)+C, (1.28) 
UEl 
where <T/(x,,. u,)(,) stands for a certain convex approximation of, F, which 
in particular cases becomes a derivative. 
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2. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL AND SUBSTANTIAL PROBLEMS 
We shall show in this section that if the space of parameters Y is finite 
dimensional (= n”), then a very weak approximation of the associated 
multifunction 52 by a graph-convex multifunction A guarantees induction of 
lower semicontinuity from A on R (see scheme (1.19)). A should be only a 
“Hadamard approximation of R.” This situation is due to possibility of 
exploiting fixed-point theorems for some compact-convex-valued 
multifunctions. 
The same possibility occurs when the parameter space Y is infinite dimen- 
sional but the associated multifunction is “substantial” in the sense explained 
iater. We show that the theory developed by Halkin in [7] adheres to our 
general scheme described in Section 1. 
Let X be a Banach space, S a convex subset of X; f and a are continuous 
functions from S into lRn, a being linear also. The following lemma is a 
slightly modified and extended version of Lemma 1.1 of Halkin 171. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that there are positive numbers u, and oz such that 
IV(x) - aWlI < uI v XES (2-l) 
and 
a(S) = B(O,u, + aJ. (2.2) 
Then for ecery u3 < uz 
f(S) 3 m 53). (2.3) 
Comment. For every u3 < IS* we may pick a compact convex subset T of 
S (even a simplex) such that a(T) I B(0, cr, + uj). Similarly as in [7 1 we 
assume that there is y, IIyII < 3 0 not in J(r); thus for some 6 B(y, 6) n 
f( 7) = 0 since f(r) is closed. Then we define the function E on TX T: 
GJ*)= ( 
f(z) -Y 
,lf~z~~YI,.a(z*)-f(z)+~ T 
> 
( , ) the scalar product. The multifunction AZ = (z* E T: E(Z, z*) < 
-u, - u3 - 6) has a fixed point by virtue of the Kakutani theorem in 
contradiction to the estimate 
Lemma 2.1 may be generalized as follows. Let F and A be multifunctions 
from S into subsets of It’?“. Graphs of F and A are closed. Besides the graph 
of A is convex and all the values Fx of F are convex. 
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LE.M,MA 2.2 Suppose that F is (Hausdor-) continuous. !f’ there ore 
positire numbers o, . o2 such that 
B(Fx, u, ) IJ As. s E s (2.4) 
and 
then for ecerF u, < o> 
AS II B(0, u, + a,). (2.5) 
FS 2 B(0, u3). (2.6) 
ProoJ: Let h(x,,v) denote the (unique) element of Fx such that 
I(y - h(x,y)jl = mFy I/z -JII. 
The function h is continuous*: Continuity in y follows from the fact that 
h(x. .) is the projection on a closed convex set in IF;:“. To see that h(..jq) is 
continuous, pick x,, in S and E > 0. Since the case when ?’ is in Fx,, is trivial. 
we shall assume that dist( y, Fk,) = r > 0. 
We may find 6, > 0, such that if we take two points J*, ,j*:. with the 
following properties: 
III’, -.A +. IIIJ’-.Yzll - rl < 0, (2.7) 
where 
then 
Let 6, < E. By the continuity of F there is a neighborhood W of x,, such 
that 
and 
and consequently for s in W. 
!Ilh(x,,y) --?‘I1 - Ilh(x.y) --?‘I11 < f. (2.9) 
’ This fact is surely known but 1 could not lid a reference. 
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Again using the continuity of F we infer for each x the existence of an 
element y2 in Fx, such that 11 h(x, y) - yzll < 0/2. By setting y, = h(x, J’,,) and 
on using (2.9) we obtain that ) (1 y - ~~11 - r 1 < 19. If I( h(x,, y) - h(x, .~)ll> E, 
then l\yr -JJ’~~I >/s/2 and in view of (2.7) the element (J, +.vz)/2 of Fx, is 
strictly closer to 4’ than y, = h(x,, y), leading to contradiction. 
In view of (2.4) the function h restricted to the graph .G (A) = ((x.4’): 
1’ E Ax, x E S i satisfies 
II4G.Y) -YlI < 0,. 
The following function m: .Z (A) -+ 17” 
m(x, y) = J 
(2.10) 
is the restriction to .$‘(A) of a linear continuous function. Moreover in view 
of (2.5) 
m(.Z(A)) 3 B(0, u, + (71). (2.11) 
We apply Lemma 2.1 and we have that 
4.Y (A )I = w4 0.l) for oj<u2. (2.12) 
But h is valued in U xeS Fx and thus (2.12) entails FS I B(0. u3). 
The simplex 
I 
m m WI 
CJX,, : x, ,.... x,) = 1 (XiXi: (xi > 0, x cli = 1, 1 Cfi < r 
i 0 i - 0 i-l I 
is said to be about x,, of radius r. If Z is a simplex and its element x0 is fixed, 
then 
C,(x,) = (X” + r(x -x0): x E C). 
Let f be a real-valued function on a Banach space X. A continuous convex 
function fe(x,)( .), f e(x,)(0) = 0, is called a simplicial 8kzpproximation off 
at x0 if for each simplex C in X, 0 E C, there is a number r(Z) such that 
f(x) -f (x,) -f Yx,)(x - x0) < or 
if x - x0 E Z,(O), r & r(C). (2.13) 
If J X --+ R”, then a function f ‘(x0)(.): X+ R” is called a simplicial 8- 
approximation of f at x0 provided that the components of f “(x,)(.) are 
approximations of the corresponding components off. 
We recall that a continuous convex function f/(x,)(.): X + R is a lower 
Hadamard dcrii/ativc ofJ(X + ,: ) at s,,. if for every H > 0 and each compact 
subset J’ of X. there is r > 0 such that 
f(.u) --.f’(x,) --f’(,x,,)(x -x,,) < 0 jlx - x,,(I. 
!).. - ,’ x,,l! < r. x-x,,E.R. 
It is called the Hadamard derivative. if instead it is linear and 
(2.14) 
11 x - x0 Ii < r, x - x0 E R. 
(Recall that a locally Lipschitz Giteaux differentiable function is Hadamard 
differentiable 1 I2 I.) 
Of course. a lower Hadamard derivative off at x0 is a simplicial 19 
approximation off at x,, for each 0 > 0. Lower approximations and lower 
derivatives of any kind (in particular. Frechet lower derivatives for which 
(2.14) is assumed to hold for every x -x0, 1(x - xOll < r) are not unique. For 
instance every locally Lipschitz function f admits a lower Frechet derivative 
(at x,,) of the form J’(x,,)(x -?c,,) = c j1.x - xJ. where c is the Lipschitz 
constant at x,,. We say that a multifunction P Y + 2’ has a simplicial 8- 
approximation I’@( J,,, x,) at (J!“? x1,). if T”( )aO, x0) is a (graph-) closed and 
convex multifunction from Y into 2x such that x0 E r‘“(~“, X~)JJ~ and for 
every simplex C in X. x0 E C, there is r(C) > 0 such that 
B(I‘- ‘x, Or) 3 r”(y,,, x0) ‘x. as x E C&y,,), r < r(X). (2.15) 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose thal r ’ is closed-convex-valued Hausdorff- 
continuous multifunction. Let p(y(,, XJ be a simplicial O-approximation of r 
at (4’03 x0)* 
If there are a number K > 9 and a simplex C, x,, E C. such thal 
r’(&,. X,)) ‘c = B(J’,,, K), (2.16) 
then there is a number r. such that 
f ‘C,(x,,) 3 B( yo, (K - 0) r), r < ro. (2.17) 
Proof. By the convexity of P( y,, x,), (2.16) entails that for r < I 
P(Y,, 4 ’ I, = B( Y,, Kr). (2.18) 
Following the definition of @approximation, there is r(C) such that (2.15) 
holds. 
Fix r < r(E). By setting Fx = f - ‘x - y,, , Ax = r()( y,, x,,- ’ x - yo, we 
observe that (2.4) is satisfied with u, = Or, and S = Z&). Condition (2.5) 
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follows from (2.18), if we put uz = (K - 0)r. Thus by Lemma 2.2, (2.17) 
holds. 
Comment 2.4. If a multifunction rO(p,,, x,,) is a simplicial H- 
approximation of r at (y,,, x,,) for each 8 > 0, then from the assumption that 
y. E Int p( y,, XJ -- ’ X (2.19) 
it follows that there are numbers IC” and rU and a simplex z’, x0 E C, such 
that (2.16) is valid. In particular, if a continuous function f has a lower 
Hadamard derivative f’(x,) such that 
0 E Int(f’(x,)X + K?l ), 
then there are numbers K,,, r0 and a simplex C such that 
f(~r(Xo)) + R: = ~(f(%), ‘Co’.), r < ro. 
We say that the set A, is weakly separated from the set A, by the function 
w  if infyEA, V(Y) 2 sup 4’EAz w(y). A convex subset 3’ of a Banach space Y is 
called substantial, if it has nonempty interior with respect to its closed affine 
hull and if the codimension of the hull is finite [7]. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let A be a convex subset of Y and let .T be a substantial 
subset of Y. 
An element yO of Y cannot be (weakly) separated from A +..X’ (by a 
nonzero continuous linearform), if and only ifyO is in the interior of A +.K. 
Proof. We show only the necessity, since the converse implication is 
obvious. If Int(A + .W) is not empty, then y0 must be in it, in view of the 
Hahn-Banach theorem. Assume that Int(A +.R) = 0. Let Y, be a subspace 
of Y parallel to the closed affine hull of ..fl. Denote by p the canonical 
projection of Y onto Y/Y,. The set p(A + 3 ) is convex with empty interior; 
thus, Y/Y, being finite dimensional, the closed affine hull cl affp(A + <TV> is 
a proper affine manifold of Y/Y,. As p is linear and continuous, the closed 
affine hull of A +,Z is not the whole space; hence it may be weakly 
separated from every element of Y. 
Let S be a convex subset of a Banach space X, .-iv, is substantial subset of 
a Banach space Y, such that 0 E cl .Ri. Consider the problem 
f(x) --, inf (S, 4, 
F(x) E 3;. 
(2.20) 
Problems of type (2.20) are called substantial. We shall assume that f 
and F are Hadamard differentiable at x,,. 
(2.21) 
Consider the 
(2.22) 
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The associated multifunction of (2.20) is given by 
n-‘.Y -.5(x) -.R = (F(x).f(x)) --,T,, x ‘1’ 
The set .8 =.?(, X II,, is substantial in Y = Y,, X ‘: 
multifunction n : Y + 2’: 
A ‘x =. F(x,,) + F’(x,,)(x -x,,) -.f. 
where F’(x.,) is the Hadamard derivative of. f. 
. 
‘. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. If A is local& controllable at .F(x), then Q is I.s.c. at 
(, m,, ). x,, ). 
This proposition follows essentially from Proposition 1.1 and 
Comment 1.1 of Halkin [ 7 I. Indeed some minor modifications of the proof 
similar to the procedures from the proof of Theorem 2.3 reinforce the 
conclusion of Halkin to lower semicontinuity of R. On the other hand. we 
observe that the assumption that the sets (. F(+u,,) + F’(q,)(x - x0); x E S} 
and .R cannot be separated by a linear continuous form is equivalent by 
Lemma 2.5 to the statement that <F(xO) is an interior point of {SF(x,) + 
tF’(~o)(x - ?cO). x E S) -,a; what amounts to the controllability of n at 
em,,). 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let x,, be a solution of (2.20). Then there is a number 
A,, > 0 and a continuous linear form C+CI on Yo, not both zero such that 
4,f’(X”)(X - Xl,) + cp(F’(X”W - x0)) > 09 x E s 
v(v) 2 0, y E./P,,. 
(2.23) 
3. FAMILIES OF MULTIFL'NCTIONS WITH BOUNDED NORM 
Let X and Y be metric spaces. Consider a multifunction fz Y + 2,‘. 
A function q: IF;,, + 17 _ is called a rate of (lower) semicontinuit1 of I’ al 
(y ,,.. u,,). if 
r- ‘W,,, 4 = WY,, 74Wh r > 0. (3.1) 
A kind of inverse rate is a modulus of semicontinuity, which is a function U: 
R,-+ R, such that 
f ‘/3(x,,. a(r)) 3 R(y,,. r), r > 0. (3.2) 
Note that I’ is I.s.c. at (,vO. I Y,,), if and only if there exists a strictly positive 
rate of semicontinuity (there is a modulus of semicontinuity which tends to 
zero with r). 
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A modulus of semicontinuity (at (yO, x0)) is piecewise linear if there are 
numbers d and r(d) such that 
a(r) = dr. 0 < r < r(d). (3.3) 
The minimum of those d for which there are r(d) and a modulus of 
semicontinuity (of r at (J,,, ?c,,)) satisfying (3.3) is called the norm off at 
0 “. x0) and is denoted by 
I! %h,.x,,, * 
A function r,y ,,._ r,,) : (II ~/llro.x,,~ 1 00) --) T7 + such that (3.3) holds with r(d) = 
r ?‘,,..,,,,(d) is called an index off at (y,,, x,,). 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let A be a continuous linear map from X into Y. Define 
fx = {Ax}. For each x0 in X, \lrll,, ,,,,,- r,j, = II,4 II. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let A be as in Example 3.1. Set I” = A ‘(y). Then for 
each x0, II~ll~ax,,,xu~ is equal to the Banach constant /3(A), being, by definition, 
the norm (possibly infinite) of the inverse of the quotient map 1: 
X/ker A + Y. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let f be a real-valued function on X. Consider its 
epigraphic multifunction ip/x = (r: r >/f(x)}. Here the norm of g, at 
(x,,f(x,)) is the infimum of Lipschitz constants off at x0. 
We are now concerned with families of multifunctions such that the norm 
is the same for each member of the family at some prescribed points. 
Let (/i,},,r be a family of (graph-) closed convex multifunctions, 
A,: Y-i 2.y, (3.4) 
where Y and X are closed convex subsets of Banach spaces and T is a metric 
space. Let -K(,) be a function such that x(t) E /i(t) Y for each t. We recall 
that b%L is said to be image semicontinuous at (to, x(.)) [3], if there is r,, 
such that for each E > 0 and every r < r. there exists a neighborhood W of t, 
such that for t in W 
44;‘B(x(t), r>, c) = At;) ‘B(x(l,), r). (3.5) 
Note that if (,4(t)},,T is a family of continuous linear maps which is 
continuous in the strong operator norm topology at to, then the family 
(AtIre 
A,=A(t) ’ 
is image semicontinuous at (to, 0). 
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(The following proposition was proved for X, Y being Banach spaces. but 
the proof remains valid without changes when X. Y are closed convex subsets 
of Banach spaces.) 
PROPOSITION 3.4 13 1. Lel (A,},,,. be u family of (graph-) closed concex 
multijktions. image semicontinuous al (t,,. x,,). If A,,, is locally conwollable 
al J’,, : 
y,, E Int A,;, ‘X. (3.6) 
then there are a constant M and neighborhoods W of I,, Q, of x,, and Qz oj 
yO such that for t in W and for (J, x) in Qz x Q, ~7 .$‘(A,) 
Controllable multifunctions of type (1.28) give rise to other families of 
multifunctions with property (3.7). 
We repeat (1.28) as follows: 
A ‘x = (F’(x,,. 24(,)(X - xo)$f”(xg, u,,)(x -. ?s(,) + PC’!. ‘) 
+ co u (q-q) 1 u),f (x0 9 U))? (3.8) 
UEI’ 
F’(.Y”, u,,)(.) and f ‘(x,,. uO)(.) being some convex approximations of k’ andf, 
respectively. The controllability of A at (F(x,, u,), f (x0, u,,)) implies. in 
particular, the controllability of A, at F(x,, u,,) where A, : Y-t 2x: 
A ;- ‘x = F’(X”, U(,)(X - x0) + co (J qx,, , u). (3.9) 
UFI 
The following lemma extends the considerations of 18. p. 95 1. Let X and Y 
be Banach spaces. A a continuous linear map from X into Y such that 
L=AX (3.10) 
is of finite codimension. Consider real-valued functions gi on X, i = 1. 2,..., n, 
which are continuous convex and equal to zero at zero. Let .z be a subset of 
Z = Y x 1”‘. Denote 
ux = (Ax, g(x), f c = (Ax, g,(x) . . . . . g,(x)) + c, (3.11) 
where C= {O} x k”+. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let zO E.3 such that 
z,, E Int((TX + co .R ), (3.12) 
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then there is a finite collection (z, ,..., z,} in .F such that 
z,, E Int(UX t CO(Z”, z,i )...) z,I). (3.13) 
Proof. Let p denote the canonical projection of Z on Z/L. In view of 
(3.12). p(zO) is an interior point of ~(62%) + top(3). Since Z/L is a finite- 
dimensional space, we may pick a finite subset (q,,..., q,} of Z/L such that 
p(z,,) is in the interior of co(q, ,..., qm). Consequently we may find ?I, . . . . . -Y,,! 
in X. <, . . . . . &,, in !V: , and z, . . . . . z, in .R such that 
qi = P((A-xj> g(xi) + ti) + zi). i = I?..., m. (3.14) 
The vectors ri = ]&, ,..., <,,,I have all nonnegative components. But, due to 
the continuity of p5 we may choose vectors r’, ,..., &, each component of 
which is (strictly) greater than zero and such that the convex hull of 
qi =p((Axi* g(dKi) + 5:) + zi)Y i = l,..., m, (3.15) 
is still a neighborhood of p(z”). In view of the continuity of g there is a 6 > 0 
such that for each i and for x in B(xi. S) 
Sj(-K) < gj(*%) + r: 3 i = 1 ,..., m. j = 1 ,..., n. (3.16) 
On the other hand, there is an E > 0 such that for each i. B,,(Axi, E) c 
AB(xi, a), where B,(O, E) = (z E Z: ]]z]] < E, z E L}. We have thus that 
co((zOl u iCAxiVgCxi) + 4) + zili. l.....m) + BI.(oV E) (3.17) 
is a subset of 
(TX + co{z,,, z I,..” ZIP71 (3.18) 
because of the convexity of fl. Formula (3.17) represents the sum of the set 
T=co~iZ~~U~(~Xi~g(Xi)+~~)+ZiJi~,..,..~~ (3.19) 
and of a neighborhood of 0 in L. Since the image of T by the canonical 
projection p on Z/L contains a neighborhood ofp(z,) and z,, is in T, we infer 
that T + BJO, E) is a neighborhood of zO, so is (3.18). 
We proceed to constructing a family of (graph-) convex closed 
multifunctions related to A (3.8) in such a way that controllability of A at 
F(xo, u,,) implies the (uniform) boundedness of norms of the elements of the 
family (property of type (3.7)). 
We fix a subset (u, U, ,..., u,,,} of CJ. Let 
W,= a:a,>O, 2 ai<r 
I i- 1 I 
(3.20) 
and let r’: X X IV, --t % be the following map 
I"(%. a) =: S'(x,,. u,,)(s) -t- \‘ Ui( F(.u,,. u;) .-- f-(.x.,,. rr,,)). 
i (I (3.21) 
n = (a,,. a, ” a,,,) E w,. 
The components of V’ are 
111 
,“‘(s,a)=L”(x,,U(,)x+ “ ai(~(%,),Uj)-F’(Xo.U(,)). 
i’;l (3.22) 
i’(x. a) =f’(x,,* u,,)x + c uitf(x(,. ui) -.f(x()? u(l)). 
i .,I 
We shall suppose that F”(x,,, I+) is a continuous linear operator of finite 
codimension. while (SX+,, u,)(~), S’,( x,,. u,J!~).*-~ J-:,(-G. U,,)(~ )) are 
continuous convex functions equal to zero at zero. 
Define the multifunction 0’: Z --t 2.’ ’ ,“, : 
W’(x.,)= Z,) t 1”(X -x,,. u) A c. (3.23) 
where .z ,, =-f-(x,. uo). 
LEMMA 3.6. Let A (3.8) be locally controllable at q,. Then there is a 
finite collection {u, ,.... u,t of elements of U such that 0’ is locally 
controllable at I,, . 
ProoJ Assume that n is locally controllable at z,,. We apply Lemma 3.5 
on setting Ax = F’(X,,, u,,)(x - x,,), g(x) = f’(-U,, 3 u,,)(s - .q,)* /y -= 
u,,,. (F(x,,, u),J’(x,,. u)) and on replacing n by it t I, and 0 by x,,. We 
conclude, invoking (3.13), that there is a finite collection (u, ,,... u, 1 of 
points of U such that 
-5 =s~(x,lr uo) E Int(.%‘(x,, u&Y -x,,) + C 
+ co{*~@,, U(,),....~d(X(), u,)}; 
hence 
OE Int r’(X-x,,. W,)+ C 
which in view of (3.23) amounts to the controllability of 0’ at z,,. 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
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We define now the following family of multifunctions @‘,(y, c. 6): 
7‘+ 2xX”“: 
0; ( y, c, b) ’ (x. a) = 
1 
y + p’(x - t’, u - b), 
,a- 
I;;;?-eb E w’ (3.26) 
Let j-,, = F(x,, , u,J. 
COROLLARY 3.7. If A is locally controllable at z,,, then there is M > 0 
and a finite collection u, ,..., u, of points of U such that for (Ol,(.)) defined 
by (3.26) and (3.22), there is a number r0 > 0 such that 
II @;(Y, c, b)l!,w.,,, < M (3.27) 
ProoJ The family (3.26) is certainly image semicontinuous at 
((J,,, x0, 0), h(.)), h(y,,, x,,, b) = (t’, b). By Lemma 3.6 the multifunction 
O;( J,,, x,,, 0) is locally controllable at y,, , * thus by virtue of Proposition 3.4, 
(3.27) holds. 
4. UNIFORM APPROXIMATIONS AND EMBEDDING OF MULT~FUNCTIONS 
Let X and Y be closed convex subsets of Banach spaces. Consider a 
multifunction I-z Y -+ 2”. Let 8 > 0. We are concerned with a family of 
(graph-) closed convex multifunctions 
P(y,x): Y-t 2X (4.1) 
indexed by (y, x) E Q n .‘G (f). where Q is a neighborhood of ( yO, x,J. 
Assume that x E p( y, x)p. 
We say that the family (4.1) is a uniform @approximation of r at (yo, x,,) 
if there is r0 > 0 such that 
B(T~‘~.eil~~-xll)~~(I’,X)--‘L’, 
if (4’,x) E B((y,,,x,,), ro)n S’(r), Ilu -XII < ro. (4.2) 
THEOREM 4.1. Let r be graph-closed. If there exists a uniform t3- 
approximation off at ( yO. x0) such that there is a number o, t? < u, with 
( y, x) E Q n ,T (r), (4.3) 
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ihen I‘ is I.s.c. un~/~~ml~~ ubolrr (~9 ,,. x,,) al a piecervise lineur rale q(r) -: 
(a --fl)r. r&r,. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Cinder the assumptions oj’ Theorem 4. I. /here is r,, > 0 
such ihal 
f  .Y E I‘“(J,,. .Y,,).v,,. fhen dist(x. KY,,) < U(a - 8) Ilx - x(, I( 
procided thar /Ix - x,J < r,,. (4.4) 
Proof: In view of 13, Theorem 2.15 1 uniform lower semicontinuity of f 
about (J,,, x,,) at a rate q(r) = k,,r implies that there is a neighborhood Q of 
.qj such that for x in Q: if x E f~. then 
dist(.u. [:I*,,) < k,) dist( y,,. I‘ ‘x) (r < r, 1. (4.5) 
Let x be in r”(>~o. x,,)~,,. In other words J,) is in f”(~~,, .x,,) ‘x. By (4.2), 
dist(yO, I’ ‘x) < 6,/1x - xg;l. (4.6) 
Formulas (4.5) and- (4.6), combined. yield (4.4). 
Let X. V. and Y be topological spaces. Consider the multifunctions 
f-I Y-, 2-\. n: Y -3 2”. 
We say that f7 is embedded in f al (c,,. x,,). if there is a function rr defined 
on a neighborhood of L’” with values in X which is continuous at L’,) and such 
that z(L’,,) = x,, and 
n ‘rcf ‘;l(t.), c E dom rc. (4.7) 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let Il be embedded in I’ at (c ,,,- Y”). I f  Il is I.s.c. at 
0’0. c,), then f  is I.s.c. at (yo, x0). 
ProoJ There is a function x ic(~.(,) =x0, continuous at c,, and satisfying 
(4.7). Let Q be a neighborhood of x0. There is a neighborhood /’ of L’(, such 
that n(p) c Q. By the lower semicontinuity of 17 there is a neighborhood W 
of ,l’o. such that W c II-‘/r. On recalling (4.7) we obtain 
Wcn-‘f cf-‘n(r:)cf-‘Q. (4.8) 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Let X = V and let n be the identity map. Then (4.7) 
becomes 
17 ‘x c I‘-- ‘x. 
which means that n is a submultifunction of f ,  (y(n) c .v (f)). 
Proposition 4.3 implies, of course, that if a submultifunction of f  is I.s.c. at 
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(h 7 x0), then f too is 1.s.c. at (y”. x0). In particular this happens when I 
admits a selection f 
continuous at .I’“. 
Let X, V. and Y be closed convex subsets of Banach spaces. We consider 
a multifunction I-I Y -, 2.‘. 
A family of (graph-) closed convex multifunctions (F(J, L’)},,,,.,,,.,,. is 
called an imuge nearly inner approximation of r at (yU, x0) (ink) if there is 
c0 E V such that for each 8 > 0, there exists a (graph-) closed multifunction 
I7”: Y + 2” embedded in f at (uo, x0) and such that (f’( J. o)} is a uniform 8- 
approximation of IT” at (y,,, uO). 
An inner derivative off is a special case of inia where IZH = r for each 8, 
and z is the identity [ 6 I. 
The following is an immediate corollary of Proposition 3.4, Theorem 4.1. 
and Proposition 4.3. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let ((‘(y, L’)} be an inia of I’ at (y,,, x,J image 
semicontinuous at ( y,, , L’,, ; vO). 
If IT(ug, y,,) is locally controllable at yO, then there is such a 8,, > 0 that 
for 8 < 0, the multifunction IP is uniformly 1.s.c. at (y,,, oO) at a piecewise 
linear rate. Consequently r is 1.s.c. at (J,O, x0). 
Note that in view of the above proposition and Corollary 4.2, for each 
c > 0 there are 0 > 0 and r(c) such that if 2’ E I”(y,,, cO)yo. then 
dist(c, I!‘$,) < E 11 c - L.~(I. provided that I)c - r.*,,(I < r(c). (4.9) 
5. MIXED APPROXIMATIONS 
Let V, Y,, and Y, be closed convex subsets of Banach spaces. Consider 
multifunctions l7 * Y -+ 2” and I7 * Y 2 + 2”. We are concerned with mixed 
approximations df’th; multifunctio2n’ ZZ: Y, X Yz -+ 2’. 
n(J+JJ)=n,4”f-d7,y* (5-l) 
in the sense that Z7, possesses a uniform &approximation, while I7z has a 
simplicial &approximation. 
This kind of approximation will enable us to induce lower semicontinuity 
on n-for the product of the discrete topology of Y, and of the natural 
topology of Y,-from a multifunction that approximates I7 in quite a weak 
sense. We shall go farther. defining mixed image nearly inner 
approximations. Let X bc a closed convex subset of a Banach space and let 
0: Y, x Yz -+ 2’ be a multifunction. 
An approximating multifunction O’(J,,, u,,): Y, x Yz + 2’ will be of the 
form 
@(Y,‘, ““)(Y’,Y2) = @‘(Y:,, q,)y’ f-7 @‘,Y2Y (5.2) 
where 0;: Y,+2’ is a (graph-) closed convex multifunction. The 
multifunction -Ol,( .r:? L.“) is a member of a family ( O;(J’, LT)} of (graph-) 
closed convex multifunctions. 
For each 8 > 0 we consider a multifunction Z7”: Y, x Yz + 2’ of type 
(5.1), I77 and f72 graph-closed, such that 0: is a simplicial &approximation 
of I7; at (J:. c,,) and (O;(J~‘. c)} is a uniform H-approximation of Z7:) at 
u’,. L.0). 
If. besides, each multifunction f7” is embedded in 0 at (c,,, ?c,,), then the 
couple (( Ol,(y’. r)} 0;) is called a mixed image nearly inner approximation 
qf 0 al (J’,~, x,,) (mixed ink). 
In the sequel we shall assume that the multifunction IZg is of special form. 
Namely. Y, = I:.,” and 
(I77) ‘c =g”(c) + il”: . (5.3) 
where g” is a function on X valued in .:f”. 
THEOREM 5. I. Assume that a mixed iniu (( O;( J’, r)}. 0;) of 0 at 
0, ,, . x0) has the following properties: 
(i) The multifunction O’( yO? L.,)) (5.2) is local/~* conrrolluble ur .I’,,. 
(ii) The fumily (O’,( y’. L’)} is image semiconrinuous at ( .I*,,. r,, : r,,). 
(iii) ‘Inhere is c > 0 such /hut l7p are oJ’Jornr (5.3) where g” are 
Lipschirz about r,, with rhe conslunt c. 
Then 0 is I.s.c. at (~3 ,,. s,,) (in Ihe product oj’ the discrefe rupolug~ of 1’: 
and of the natural topology of Yz = Ii;“). 
Prooj: From (i) it follows that O”(J,,‘,, L.,)) is locally controllable at .I.,:. 
This together with (ii) entails (on invoking Proposition 3.4) that there are 
u > 0 and r,, > 0 such that 
Let H < (5. By our assumptions ((Ol,(y’, L’)}, 0;) is a mixed & 
approximation of I!“. thus (O”(J’. z*)} is a uniform B-approximation of II:). 
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In virtue of Corollary 4.2 there is r, > 0 such that if 112’ - c,,)j < r, and if c 
is in O’,(y:, t’“)~:, then 
dist(c, Z77 ??A) < @a - 19) II c - L’(, il. (5.5) 
Denote 
(5.6) 
From (i) it follows, on the other hand, that there is 6,, > 0 such that 
O;-'Td?(y~,60) (5.7) 
Since B( yi ,6,) is a subset of RR, for each 6 ( 6, there exists a simplex C in 
T, v,, E Z, such that 
0; ‘c 3 B(J$6). (5.8) 
Therefore. in view of Theorem 2.3 there is an r, > 0 such that 
np(Tn B(C”, r)) c B(J(, (6 - e)r), r<r,. (5.9) 
We choose 0 such that O<tY(a-t9)c<6-B and we set K&-o- 
ecu - eJc. Suppose that 11 JJ -J~:I[ < Kr, r < r, . 
Let <= Id, d ,..., dj, where d= B(a - O)cr/d’. Then 4:’ - < is in 
B( I$, (6 - 0)r): hence, by (5.9) and (5.3) there are t’ in Tn B(u,, r) and < 
in r?: such that 
g”(u) + [ + ( = y. (5.10) 
Observe that [ + < is in IR: and ll[ + (II> ll<ll. By (5.5) we can find an 
element p(u) in I7fyA such that II u - p(u)ll < e(o - 6) 1) t’ - u0 II, thus 
II g”(r:) - ge( p(c))/1 < B(a - @cr. Therefore, < - g’(p(c)) is in R: and in 
view of (5.10) there is an q in I’?1 such that 4:’ =g”(p(v)) + q. Since 
11 t’” -p(v)ll ( (1 + t9(a - 0))r, we have that 
nf(ny J+ n B(t’, , (1 t e(0 - 8)) r)) 3 B( J$, u), r<r,. (5.11) 
Formula (5.11) amounts to lower semicontinuity of Z7” at (yo, t*J, when 
Y, x Yz is equipped with the product of the discrete topology of Y, and of 
the natural topology of Y,. The observation that 17e is embedded in 0 at 
(c,, 2 x0) completes the proof. 
6. APPROXIMATIONS OF CONTROL-TYPE PROBLEMS 
The present section is devoted to a study of mixed approximations 
associated with control-theory-type problems (1.24). The procedure 
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presented hcrc is very similar to that of loffe and Tikhomirov 18. p. 236 1. but 
our assumptions on approximation of./‘= (./;,. j; . . . . . j;,) arc weaker. 
Recall that the associated multifunction of (1.25) is given by 
R ‘(x. u) =:. F(x. u) -t c. (1.27) 
In Section I the problem of lower semicontinuity of R was reduced to that of 
lower semicontinuity of 0: Z -+ 2’ 
0 ‘x := (J n ‘(x, u). (1.23) 
I, E i
The function .F of (1.27) has the components 
f(x, U) = (F(x. u). j&u. u), f,(.~. U) .. . . . J;l(x, u)) and C = {O} x I1;‘1’ ‘. 
(1.25) 
Let (U”. U, )...) u,,,} be a fixed (finite) collection of elements of U. Each 
such a collection defines a mixed approximation of the multifunction 0. 
We set the space V equal to X x W,, where W, was defined in (3.20) 
For each 8 > 0 we consider a (graph-) closed multifunction no: 
% + X x W, embedded in 0 at (x,, , 0; x,,) in the following way: The function 
XXX W,-+X is 
7$x, a) = x for each (?I, a) E X x W, (‘3.1) 
and IIn is defined by a mapping r = rH: X X W, -+ U. ?(x,,. 0) = u(,. 
(I7”) ’ (x. a) =. F(x, sqx. a)) f c. (6.2) 
Certainly, I7’ is embedded in 0 at (x,,, 0; x0) in view of (1.23) and (1.27). 
The multifunction Z7O is graph-closed, if we assume that the function V” 
vqx, a) = , F(x. 7yL a)) (6.3) 
is continuous. 
Define a linear continuous map c”: X X W, + Z by 
LJ(x, a) =.F’(xo, U”)X + \m 
,-I 
ui(‘F(x07 ui) -‘F(x09 uO)) 
and denote the components of I!’ by (see (3.22)) 
p”‘:xx w,+ Y, it: x x w, + :-jn ’ 1. 
The corresponding components of I” are 
,pu”(x, a) = qx. 7yx, a)). iyx, a) = j-(x, 7qx, a)). 
The functions 1’ and i.’ admit, in turn. n + 1 components. 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
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The above introduced functions are linked by the following assumptions: 
there is a Lipschitz constant common for all I’ (about (x0, 0)) and for each 
0 > 0 and each collection (x, ,.... xk} of elements of X there is an r > 0 such 
that 
II/+. a) - pyc, b) - ,p’(x - L’, a - b)il < s(llx - L’ I( + 11 a - b II) 
if !(~:-x,~((,!(x--2’((~r, b,a-bE W, (6.7) 
and 
~~(X~~)-~?(~,,O)-~~(~-X,,U)~~(~~X-,K,,~~ + liall) 
if aE W, and x E C,(x, ; x, ,..., xk), (6.8) 
that is, ;,i are simplicial &approximations of 1:. 
In the next section we shall show that a large class of control problems fits 
the proposed framework. We set (compare (3.26)) 
@,,(y,c,b)-‘(x,u)=y+,u’(x-&U-b) if a, b, a - b E W, 
(6.9 ) 
=0 otherwise 
and 
0; ‘(x, a) = f(XO) U”) + A’(x - x0. a) + I-;::’ ’ . UE w,. (6.10) 
The so-defined (O’,(J, U, b), 0,) is a mixed inia of 0 at (x0, /(x0, uJ) and 
O;(‘) is image semicontinuous at (xo,,F(xO, uO), A(.)), h(y, C) = c. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let (6.9) and (6.10) be (us described) a mixed iniu of 0 
(1.23) at (x0, z,J. zO = I F(x,, uJ. Assume that the deritiutice F/(x0, u,,) of 
F( . . uO) at x,, has finite codimension. 
If the multifunction A of (3.8) is controllable at z,,, then 0 is I.s.c. at 
(z,, 3 x,,) (in the product u of the discrete topology of Y and of the natural 
topology of II?” + ‘) an d consequently R is I.s.c. at (zO; x,,. uO). 
Proof: It follows from Lemma 3.6 that the multifunction 0’ (3.23) is 
locally controllable at z,,. But so-defined 0’ is equal to (5.2) when the mixed 
inia of 0 is defined by (6.9) and (6.10) ( recalling (6.4) and (6.5)). It follows 
from our construction that all the requirements of Theorem 5.1 are satisfied. 
The conclusion of our theorem follows. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.1, if (x,, ua) is a 
;- &/“(.u,,. I+,)(% --so) 
il) 
+ (oF’(%“. u& -- 9,) > 0. % E x 
\I’- ;.;(J;(x,), u) -&,,. U(J) 
Zl 
+ cp(F(-u,, u) - w,,, U(J) 2 0 for each u E U. 
(6. I I ) 
7. MINIMIZATION CONTROL PROBLEMS 
We pose a minimization control problem by defining a functional space X 
(of trajectories) a set U of controls (U is a subset of a functional space), a 
minimized function f 
f(x. u) (7.1) 
where x =x(.) E X, u = u(.) E U, a constraint and a topology in X X U. 
The constraint includes a dynamical part characterizing the behavior of 
controlled trajectories 
0 = x(t) -x(O) - ( g(s, x(s), u(s)) ds. O<i< 1 (7.2) 
. 0 
and other restrictions (obstacles) on trajectories and on controls 
fi(X, u) < 0. i = 1 1 2..... 11. (7.3) 
The set U is usually a subset of L 1 (0, I; II!“) defined by 
u(t) E H(1) a.e.. (7.4) 
where P is a measurable multifunction from 10. 11 valued in nonempty 
compact subsets of II?“. In the sequel X = ClO, I: II?k]. The space X is 
considered with its strong topology. while U is equipped with the chaotic 
topology. 
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Formula (7.2) may be expressed as 
F(x, u) = 0, (7.5) 
where 
F(x. u)(t) = x(t) - x(0) - i’ g(s, x(s), u(s)) ds. 
.O 
(7.6) 
We assume that g is a continuous (vector-) function continuously differen- 
tiable in the second variable, reassuring that F is a mapping from X X U into 
qo. 1; WI. 
So defined, the problem fits to (1.24). 
As you remember, the role of the functions f,, and f, ,..., f, is fully 
symmetric (the questions of discriminating f,, are discussed elsewhere, see, 
e.g.. [6 I); therefore we shall discuss jointly various types of inequality 
constraints (7.3) and of minimized functionals. 
interpolation functionah do not depend on u(.) and are of type 
f(x) = f(x(t,), x0, h..., XV,,)), (7.7) 
where (to, t, ,..., fM} is a subset of [0, 11. In particular they apply to intial and 
final conditions 
fCW) < 0 or ml>) < 0. (7.8) 
The conditions 
and x(l)EA,, (7.9) 
where A, and A, are closed subsets of Wk, may be given by (7.8) if one uses 
the functions dist(., A,,) and dist(., A ,). 
IfSis locally Lipschitz, then the function f is locally Lipschitz. Iff’(x)(.) 
stands for a lower derivative offat x, then for each 19 > 0 there is a r(0) > 0 
such that 
0) - fed - f*blb - x0) < 8 Ilx - X”IlC 
as II x - x0 IIc < 40), (7.10) 
that is, 
rc%)(x - x0) = f’MO)>W) - x,(O)) (7.11) 
is a lower Frechet derivative off at x,,. 
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Maximum .firncfionals discussed here do not depend on u(.) and arc 
defined by 
f(x) .: ,,Iypx, f(r. X(l)). (7.12) 
where J 10. 1 ( x i:,’ -+ l!’ is a continuous function. 
A constraint of type (7.3) for a functional (7.12) amounts to 
1’0. x(t)) < 0 for each I E 10, I]. (7.13) 
In particular if A: [0, 1 1 + 2”!’ is a (Hausdorff) continuous closed-valued 
multifunction, then by using the function dist( ., A(t)) we may obtain the 
constraint 
x(r) E A(r) foreach tE IO, 11 
in form (7.13). When a minimized function is a maximum functional, one 
can pose the problem of finding a trajectory x = x( .) that lies closer to A (.) 
than others. 
The local Lipschitz continuity of f may be assured by the following 
assumption onJ for each x,, in r-;’ and t,, in IO, 1 I there are c and 6 > 0 such 
that if If- /,I < 6. then 
if(l. Xl) -f(f. X2)1 < C 1x1 - X2 II 
if X, and ?c2 are in B(x,, S). Of course, our theory may be applied for any 
lower Hadamard derivative of f. However, we are going to describe a 
construction of lower derivatives of f with the aid of the functionf. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let f’(f, x)( .) stand for a lower dericatice off (1, .) at x. 
We suppose that!’ is continuous (see (8.9)). Then the functional 
f”(x,P) = max o<tc 1 (S’(4 x&))(W)) + f (b 4))) 
- max f’(L x,,(l)) 0 c , s: I (7.14) 
is a lower derivatice off al x,, . 
ProoJ Let x(, =x0(.) be in ClO, 1; II,‘]. Let H > 0. For each elemenr 
(I,,. xO(fU)) of the compact set .X = ((t, x,(t)): I E IO, I I } there is r(f,) such 
that for each iI f - t,ll < r(f,), IJx - xo(t,)ll < r(/,), and 11 h1) < ‘(I,,), (8.10) 
holds. We may pick an r and a finite subcovering of .fl by balls 
B((f,, x,(t,)), r) such that (8.10) holds in I?(..%, r). 
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Let h = h( ,) be continuous and (I h II(. < r. We estimate 
f(xo + h) - f(x,) - f’(x,)(h) 
= (,yy, f(f. -G(t) + h(t)) - max If’@ -M)W@)) + SO1 x,,(t)) I ‘ . 0 c: I,: I 
for every s from 10, I]. In particular, if we take an s that realizes the 
maximum in (7.15), then (7.15) is less than 
because 11 h II(. < r. 
The continuity of f’(x,,)(,) one proves in much the same way, while its 
convexity is almost obvious. 
In view of Lemma 8.6 the subdifferential at 0 of (7.14) is composed of 
continuous linear functionals q5 of the form 
4(h) = [’ (a(t), h(t)) 44) 
.ll 
where ,U is a nonnegative Bore1 measure of norm one concentrated on 
(t: f(t, x,,(t)) = max, f(r, x0(r))} and where a(t) E af’(t, x,(t))(O)-a.e. 
Integral jiinctionals are of the form 
f(x, u) = [’ f(t, X(l), u(r)) dt, (7.21) 
‘0 
wheref: IO, 1 J x IPk x R”+ iii is continuous. 
If the integrand f is continuously differentiable in the second variable, then 
we may reduce the problem to one with an interpolation functional (see, e.g., 
18. p. 1031). 
THEOREM 7.2. Suppose that f’(t,.x, u)(.) is a lower derivative of 
f(t, .: u) at x, continuous in the sense of (8.9). Let x0 E C[O. 1: F’] and u E 
L,,(O. 1, Iii”). Then 
f*(x,,. u)(h) = i“ f’(t, x,(l), W)(h(t)W 
. 0 
(7.22) 
is a lower derivative of f(., u) at x0. 
ProoJ We may assume that there is a compact subset U of lip such that 
u(t) E U for each t. In view of Lemma 8.3 and by compactness of the set 
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:(/. .r,,(i)): I E (0. 1 1 > x .!‘. for each 0 > 0 there is an I’ :> 0 such that if 
;‘/I ‘1 < I’. then 
J’(l..V,,(/) fh. ~(f))--~~(I.s,,(f).~(/))-~‘(~.s,,(f).u(t))(h(f))~!(I~ihl~. 
1 E 10, I I. (7.23 
Therefore. if j!hll < r. then, in view of (7.21) and (7.22). integrating of (7.23 
yields 
f(x,, + h. u) - f(x,,. u) - f’(x,,, u)(h) < 0 iI hII,.. (7.24) 
The continuity and convexity of f(x,), u)(.) follow easily. 
All the listed requirements for the functionals involved in the control 
problem (7.1t(7.4), together with the assumptions on Eq. (7.2), lead to the 
following properties of the resulting problem (1.24): 
(i) For each fixed u E U the functionals fo(., u), f,(., u),..., f,,(., u) are 
locally Lipschitz continuous (thus possess lower Hadamard derivatives at 
XIJ ). 
(ii) For each u E U, the operator F(., u) is continuously differentiable 
at x0 and its derivative F/(x0, uO) is surjective (see 18, p. 62 I). 
The above properties and the specific character of control problems enable 
us to construct a mixed inia of the multifunction 0, (1.23) defined for 
(7.1)-(7.4). The mixed inia fits the framework of Section 6. The mappings r” 
in this case do not depend on x and are constructed as follows. 
Let ug. u, . . . . . u,,, be elements of U. Let 6, > 0. Let fi. i = I ,.... 1. be integral 
functionals among those in (7.3). If (7.1) happens to be an integral 
functional we include it too.> Consider the following vector functions valued 
in 117’ X pk or C,‘+ ’ X !j>A 
J$. “,,(f). UjO)) -J&-Y&). u,,(r)) 
;iV) = 
. df- x()(l)9 u,j(‘)) ’ gtt3 xO(l)* uO([)) 
j = I..... 171. (7.25 ) 
By Corollary 8.5 there exist families .&Ii(a), 0 < (I < l/m, j = I. 2 ,.... IV. 
IM,(a)l =a, M(a’)cM( (X i U’ < U. and M,(U) n M,(a) = 0 as i +j such ) f 
that (8.18) is satisfied. 
We set 
m  
r”(a) = uO + x X.Mj(a,)(“.j - uO)* 
I 
a = (a,. a2 . . . . . a,). a,< - (7.26) 
i I m 
’ Functionals independent of u need not be considered. 
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and we note that r’(u) is in U for each a. The validity of formula (6.7) for so 
defined rB is proved in 18, pp. 259-2621. We shall demonstrate formula 
(6.8). This amounts to the following estimates: 
- ” ai(f(f. -y”(f), ui(f)) -f(f, -To(t), U (f)) dl 
iT I 
G i’ Lfk -40, r%)(t)) -m x,(f), fw(0) -0 
- f’(h xo(G ~H(4(W(~) - -q,(f)) I df 
+ i’ ! fk X0(0, me) -Sk X”(f), u,(O) _ 0 
- ,$, aidf(f, X,(f), ui(O> - f(tq X,(t), ~00)~ dt 
+ 1’ if’k xdf)9 s(a)(t))(xO) - Xo(0) . 0 
-f’k -To(t), uo(Ok(f> - x,(O)1 dt. (7.27) 
The first of the three terms is equal to 
+ ? X.t4j(nj)(t)(f(f9 x(r)9 uj(r)) -fttT xO(f)9 Uj(t)) 
j-- I 
- f’k “K,(f). u,jw)(x(f) - -%I(~)) - f(f, -K(f), uo(r)) 
+ f(4 x,(f), U,(f)) + f’k -W), u,(f))(x(f) - x0(t))/ dt. (7.28) 
We may tind such r(8) > 0 that for 11x - x,,llc < r(B) each term (involving 
lower derivative) may be majorized by 8 11x(f) - x,,(f)11 < 0 IIx - x~I(~. Conse- 
quently (7.28) is less than 
i 
’ ((1 -X.wj(nj)(‘)) +~.~,M/(ai)(t)) dt ‘IIx-x,IIc* 
0 
The second term of (7.27) is equal to 
1), 
- I \‘ clj(f(L .qri. Uj(l)) -f(t. -Y,,(I). U,(lj))i dr. 
I-1 
(7.29) 
Recalling (7.25). Corollary 8.5, we infer that (7.29) is not greater than 
6,. xy , oi. The third term of (7.27) is majorized by 
IIx - %I!c (_I Xwi,,,,(l) if’@, -%(t), ujl)) -f’(r. x,,(f), u,,(t))/ df -’ 0 
< m 1.x - x,,$(- C u,~. 
iI 
(7.30) 
To cope with (7.30) we may require that r(e) < 0/m. The resulting above 
estimate of (7.30) is 8 x,r-, ai. The demonstration of (6.8) is complete. On 
the other hand, by Corollary 8.5, the function ;I”(x. a) is Lipschitz 
continuous (with a constant independent of 0). 
We have shown that a control problem (7.1 k-(7.4), satisfying the listed 
assumptions, admits an inia of type (6.4). We may thus apply Corollary 6.2 
in order to obtain a necessary condition for (x0, u(,) to be a solution of 
(7.1)-(7.4). Our last aim is to interpret the derived conclusions. In doing so 
we shall choose an instructive example. Consider the following control 
problem 
f,(x( I )) + id, 
x(l) = x(O) + f'g(s: x(s)? u(s)) ds 
- (I 
for each I 
(7.31) 
f,V. -q)) < 0 for each t 
u(t) E U(t) a.e. 
The setting is the same as the beginning of this section (there, one finds 
the assumption on the function g). 
We assume that the function J, is locally Lipschitz and the functionf, is 
locally Lipschitz in the sense of formula (7.14). Pick x0 from X, Letf;, be a 
lower derivative off;, at x,,(l) and f { be any continuous lower derivative of 
.fl . 
THEOREM 7.3 (Maximum Principle). Let (x,, uu) be a solution of (7.31). 
There exist a function p: (0, 1 1 -+ Rk of bounded variation, a nonnegatitle 
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regular Bore1 measure p concentrated on (t: f(t, x,,(t)) = max, f(t, x0(r))}, 
numbers I,, ,A, > 0, and a Bore1 measurable function a(. ) with 
and a subgradient z of &f(xo(l))(.) at 0 such that p is the solution of the 
integral equation 
p(t) = - z + 1_’ g’( 7, x0(5), u”(r))* p(r) dr - f’ a(r) &(T), 
.I .I (7.32) 
P(O) = 0 
and for almost all t 
(P(t)? g(tv -?l(t), u,,(t))) = “TF,1, (p(t), g(t, -G(t)? u)). (7.33) 
Proof. The preceding discussion indicated that the problem satisfies the 
assumptions of Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.2. 
Consequently there are nonnegative numbers A,, and 1, and a regular Bore1 
vector measure K on 10, 11 valued in FIk (not all vanishing) such that 
4,Sb(-~“(l))(x(l)) + ~,fl,bo>(x) 
+ /]: (X(t) - x(o) - rg’(s, x, (s), h,(s)) x(s) ds, dK(f)) 2 0 -’ 0 
for each x in X (7.34) 
and 
= T$t i’ ( f g(s, -w, 44 ” 0 . 0 ) ds, dK(t) > for each u in U. (7.35 
(Note that (7.34) and (7.35) are a specific form of (6.11)). 
It follows that zero is a subgradient of the function in (7.34). By the 
Moreau-Rockafellar theorem (see, e.g., [ 8, p. 22 1 J) there are a subgradient z 
of A,, f :(x,(l))(.) at 0, a nonnegative regular Bore1 measure ,4~ on (0, 1) 
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concentrated on (t: f’(r, x,,(t)) = max, f(rl x,)(r))}, and a Bore1 measurable 
function a with a(t) E ?(A, f’,(t, x,(t))(O)), ,u-almost everywhere, such that 
(z,x(l)) + 1.’ (a(f).x(t))dp(t) 
. 0 
+ .I;,’ (x(t) - x(0) - I” g’( s, x0(s), u,,(s)) x(s) ds, dK(t) = 0 
0 > 
for each x. (7.36) 
Now we proceed as in 18. pp. 264-265 1. On changing the order of 
integration and on denoting p(t) = j: dK(t) we get 
(z, 4 1)) + (_’ (4th -x(t)) 44) + ;’ (x(t), dK(t)j 
-’ 0 . 0 
- (P(O). x(O)) - (_I (g’(t. x,,(t), u,,(t))* p(t), x(t)) dt = 0. (7.37) 
” (I 
We use the Riesz theorem on representation of continuous linear forms to 
infer (7.32) from (7.37). 
By changing the order of integration in (7.35) we obtain 
;’ (f’(t). g(t, -h(t), u,,(t))) dt = ‘tfz _( (p(f), g(t, x,,(t), u(r)):) dt. (7.38) 
. II 
The multifunction I‘: 10. II + R given by 
r(t) = {(p(r), &.X”(f), 10); u E u(t)) 
is measurable and bounded from above by the measurable function q(r) = 
max,,, (,) ( p(t), g(t. x0(l). u),. The multifunction A(t) = (U E U(t): (p(t). 
g(t, x,)(t). u)) = q(t)j is nonempty closed-valued measurable, thus there is a 
measurable selection u of A. Consequently (7.33) holds almost everywhere. 
8. APPENDIX 
8. I. 
Let f be a real-valued function on a Banach space X. A convex continuous 
function f’(x)(a), such that y(x)(O) = 0 is called a lower derivative offat x 
if for each 0 > 0, there is a r(0, x) > 0 such that 
f(x + h) -S(x) -S’(x) (A) < ellhll if (IhI < r(&x). (8.1) 
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LEMMA 8.1. Letf: X+ R. 
Suppose that for every fixed h the function f ‘( .)(h) is integrable. Then 
f  (x + h) -f(x) < ii f’(x + Ah)(h) dA. 
.‘O 
(8.2) 
Proof: Fix ~9 > 0. For each r from Ix, x + h 1 there is r(r) < 0 such that 
f(v) - f  (0 - f  ‘(ml - 0 < WI - 4 (8.3) 
provided that r] - < < r(r). We may find a sequence to, <, ,..., C& such that 
rk<rk+,.-~=r,,, and the intervals (ri, ri + r(&)) cover (x, x + h]. Thus, on 
setting C& + , = x + h, 
f(rk+I)-f(rk)-f’(Mt4+I -rk)<wk+ I -tl,), k = 0, 1 ,..., n. (8.4) 
It follows that (invoking the convexity off ‘(&)(.)) 
f(x+h)-f(x)< 2 f’(r&+,--&)+8 
k=O 
G;($ (tk+I-- tic) f  ‘(<k)(h) + . (g-5) 
k- 0 
Therefore 
f(X+h)-f(x)~k~r’~f’(t)(h)dt= [‘S’(x+Ih)(h)dA. 
.r .’ 0 
We say that a lower derivative is continuous at x0 if for each E > 0, there 
is 6 > 0 such that 
If’(-v)(h) - f  ‘CT,)(h)1 < c II h II. I(x-xoII < 6. Ilhll < 6. (8.6) 
LEMMA 8.2. I f  a lower derivative off is continuous about x0, then for 
each 6’ > 0 there is r(0) > 0 such t.‘lat 
f(x+h)-f(x)-f'(x)(h)~eIIhII, lb - xoll < ML II hII c r(e). (8.7) 
Proof. Let 0 > 0. Then there is such r(0) that for each x and v in 
g(-~, 1 r(e)) 
If’(v)(h) -S’(x)(h)1 <e Ilhll (8.8) 
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prmided that ,Ih 11 c r(H). Let s and x + h be in B(s,,. r(O)) and 11 h ;I < r(H). 
By Lemma 8.1.. applied to the function v(t) =J’(.u + r/z) 
J‘(x + h) -f(x) < (‘f’(x + Ah)(h) d,L 
0 
Thus 
f(x + h) -f(x) -f’(x)(h) 91’ (f’(x + Ah)(h) -f’(x)(h)) di 
0 
,< ‘4lhll. 
In view of (8.8), write z’ =x + /Ih. 
If a family of functions f’(f. ‘) depends on t (an element of a normed 
space). then we say that a lower derivative f’(l, x) (of f(t, ‘) at X) is 
continuous at (to, x,), if for each E > 0, there is 6 > 0 such that, if 
II t - t, II < 6, 1(x - x0 I( < 6, 1) h I( < 6. then 
If’O,x)(h) -f’k,.x,J(hI < E l!h~l. 
Similarly to Lemma 8.2 we may also deduce 
(8.9) 
LEMMA 8.3. If f ‘(1, x)(.) is a continuous lower derivative off (t, .) al x. 
then for each (I,,. x,,) and each 0 > 0, [here is r > 0 such that 
8.2. 
f(t. x + h) - f(t, x) -f'(t, x)(h) < 8l!hll 
if ‘l~-fJ<r, /lx-x,II<r. llhll<r. (8.10) 
The following lemma extends (to integrable functions) Lemma 1 of 18, 
p. 254 I. 
For a function >’ from L, (0, 1. ‘::“) we denote 
G(t) = f’ y(r) dr 
- 0 
(8.11) 
and if A is a measurable subset of 10, 1 ] and xa denotes its characteristic 
function, then 
GA4 = (-’ Y(S) x,,(r) dr. 
. 0 
(8.12) 
We denote by IMJ the (Lebesgue) measure of the measurable subset M of 
10, 11. Let A,= (tEA: j;xa(r)dr<aIAI). 
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LEMMA 8.4. Let y E L,(O, 1; R”). Then for each 0 > 0 there is an 
increasing family of measurable sets M(a), 0 Q a < 1, (M(a)\ = a such that 
my II %,,,W - %, ‘l (t) - (a - a’) G(t)11 < 8 1 a -- a’ ,. (8.13j 
Proof. It is an easy observation that we need prove the lemma only for 
simple functions. Let 
y(1) = 2 YiX.Ai(t)7 AinAj=0, !A.j #O, (8.14) 
i: 1 
where x4 is a characteristic function of A. For each i let ,< be a division of 
10, l] into segments such that ,4c.<, ,, and for each diiE.<. ldiil < 
(9/2”’ IJ~~]. Set Ai,i=Aindij. Then 
M(a) = b ‘c (A,), . 
i;l j-l 
(8.15) 
In fact we have that 
G.w&) - G.wnf) (t) - (a - a’) G(t) 
cc k(i) ., 
= “ Yi \’ ( OI,..li,)n.,(;lii~,,.(7) - (a - a’) X,,,,(r)) dr. 
,r, .,rl .’ 0 
(8.16) 
Now, if I > A,,, then the integral is 0. If t < A,,, it is also zero as 
xlo.,, nAii = 0. If it is in A, (note. that if t E A,,, then forj >j,, t < Aii and 
for j <j,,,. t > Aii), then we have the upper estimate of (8.16) 
~IIYill2la-a’l 2i+P;ly,ll <la-n’lOT $=8ln-a’(. (8.17) 
I ,F, 
On using the argument like this of 18, p. 2571 we obtain the following 
corollary. Let 7,) yZ ,..., ym be integrable functions on (0, 1) valued in P”. The 
corresponding functions from (8.11) and (8.12) will have the superscripts i. 
COROLLARY 8.5. For each 0 > 0 there exist families {M,(a)},..., 
{M,(a)) indexed by 0 < a < l/m such that 
I Mi(ajl = a, i = 1. 2,..., m 
Mi(a) n Mk(lj) = 0 if i#k (8.18) 
Mica’) c M,(a), if a’<a< l/m 
WY ix I-20 
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and such rhal 
max I! Gi,Gi ,,,, - Gi::,,, ., -- (a - u’) G;(r)11 < H I u - u’ j (8. I’)) I, ( , ‘. I 
fix- all i = 1) 2, . . . . m. 0 < ci. u’ < l/m. 
8.3. 
We shall provide here a formula for the subdifferentials of maximum 
functionals of Section 3. 
Let G be a mapping from a topological vector space X into an ordered 
topological vector space Y. We say that G is convex, whenever for every 
x,,x: and O<a< 1 
G(ux, t (1 - u)xJ < aG(x,) t (1 -a) G(x?). 
The subdifferential of the convex operator G at xg is the set of all those 
linear continuous operators from X into Y for which 
G(x) - %J 2 A(x -x,,) for each x in X. 
We denote it by %G(x,). 
In particular, if g is a convex real-valued function on X, the subdifferential 
&(x0) (at x,,) is the set of all those continuous linear forms 4 on X for which 
l!(x) - BW 2 d(x - x0) for each x in X. 
We shall consider the function g: C[O. 1; F” 1 + ii’: 
g(x) = max g(& x(f)), 
II c, /h I 
(8.19) 
where g: 10, 1 1 x F ’ + 114 is a continuous function convex in the second 
variable. 
LEMMA 8.6. The subdl@rential of g (8.19) at xg is equal to the se/ oJall 
these continuous linear jiinctionals $ on C[ 0, 1; I?“\ which are of rhe form 
t+(x) = (_ (a(l). x(t)) 44). (8.20) 
where p is a nonnegative Bore1 measure on 10, 11 oJ’norm one, concentrated 
OH 
T = {I: s(f. -G(Q) = “y, g(r. -I) 1 (8.21) 
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and a: 10, 1 1 + IF” is a Bore1 measurable function such that 
p almost everywhere. (8.22) 
Proof. The functional g is the composition 
g = max o G, 
where max is the (continuous, convex, positively homogeneous) function on 
qo, 1 I 
max h = 0~~:, h(t) 
and G is a mapping from C[O, 1, R” 1 into C[O, 11: 
G(x)(t) = g(tv x(t)>- (8.23) 
The mapping (8.23) is convex with respect to the cone C+ of positive 
functions on CIO, 11. Note that in so-defined ordered spaces max is 
increasing. 
By the generalized Goldstein formula 19, Theorem 3.6.41 
2(max 0 G)(x,) = u a(4 0 G)(xd 
ec2max(G(xo)) 
(8.24) 
It is known [ 8, p. 23 1 ] that the subdifferential of max at h, is composed of 
all the continuous linear functionals d which are of the form 
4(h) = f 40 44th h E CD 11, (8.25) 
where ,U is a nonnegative regular Bore1 measure of norm one, concentrated 
on 
T= (t: h,(t) = Oy;, h,(r)}. 
Consider now the problem of characterizing the subdifferential of 4 o G at 
x0, where 
(4 0 G)(x) = (g(t, x(t)) 44) (8.26) 
and ,u is as above. 
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Every continuous linear form II/ on C(0, 1; R’] may be represented as 
v(X) = ;c, ,(Y’(t) dVi(t)* (8.27) 
where x = (xl,.... x”) E Clot I; I:“]. where ri. i = l..... n, are regular Bore1 
measures. By definition. (8.27) is a subgradient of (8.26) at x0 whenever 
2 1. (-x’(t) - d(t)) dvi(t) < ( (g(t, x(l)) - g(L x,(l))) c+(t) (8.28) i ., : 
for each continuous x. 
It follows that for every i, vi is absolutely continuous with respect to ,u. Let 
us show that the positive parts pi- are absolutely continuous. Fix i. Let A be 
a measurable set on which the negative part V; vanishes. By the regularity of 
I!+ there is a sequence of compact sets (C, \ such that C, c A and 
~5tp pi’ (C,) = ~‘i’ (A). (8.29) 
By the regularity of ,U and P; there is a sequence of open set (U,} such that 
A c U, and 
,W) = i;fp(U,) and i;f vi (U,) = 0 (8.30) 
Let h: be a real-valued continuous function such that 
h;(t)= 1;’ 
t E c, 
16s u, 
and 
0 ,< h:(t) < 1 for each f. 
Let hk(l) = (0, O,.... h:(r),.... 0) and let x,(r) = x0(t) + h,Jf). In view of (8.28) 
q+ (C/o - r,i-(L’,) < i’ h:(t) hi(f) 
where 
c= O(t<,,~B_Xxo(,) <, I g(t, x) - g(t, x,(t))l. 
Absolute continuity follows when we recall (8.29) and (8.30). 
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By the Radon-Nikodym theorem there is a Bore1 measurable function a: 
IO. 1 1 + il,” such that 
dx) = i b(f), .0 dm for every continuous x: (8.3 1) 
hence by (8.28) 
1 1 dt. ,~(r)) - s(t, x,(t)) - (a(t), -x(t) -x,(t))] dp(t) 2 0. (8.32) 
for every continuous x. We conclude that f(t, X) = g(t, x) - g(t, x,,(f)) - 
(a([),~ -x,(t)) > 0 for each x (u almost everywhere), what amounts to 
(8.22). 
Indeed, assume that. on the contrary, there is a measurable set T of 
positive measure such that for each t in T there exists x, with 
./-(t, x,) < E, < 0. (8.33) 
By regularity we may assume that T is compact. Let Q, be a neighborhood 
of t such that for each s in QI, f(s, x,) < E,. We choose a finite subcovering 
of T. say Q,,,..., Q,,, and consider a partition of unity pI ,...,p, subordinated 
to this subcovering. The function 
x(t) = i pi(t) xti 
i--l 
is continuous and. by convexity, 
Consequently, on denoting E = max(s ,,,..., c,,), 
yielding a contradiction to (8.32). Thus the subdifferential of (8.26) is 
composed of all the c of type (8.31) where a satisfies (8.21). The proof is 
completed. 
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